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SmartStock® Medium-weight Polystyrene Multi-purpose
Spoon Refill
Not just any spoon. SmartStock multipurpose spoon is specially created with
a base depth that allows it to serve as both a regular teaspoon and a soup
spoon.

Description:
These pre-counted and pre-assembled refills make it fast and easy to restock an
empty dispenser. Just pick up a new cutlery refill, slide it into the dispenser, rip and
pull away the binding tape, close the door and you’re done. It’s really that simple!
There are refills for forks, knives and multi-purpose spoons (basic teaspoon shape
with a deeper profile for soup).

Features & Benefits:
» Innovative bowl design holds same capacity as soup spoon but has same scooping

capabilities as a teaspoon

» Promotes good hygiene - enclosed design protects cutlery from contaminants

» Reduces inventory usage by up to 25% - utensils are dispensed one at a time

» Speeds up restocking - just load the refill, insert, rip, pull and your done in seconds

» Frees up valuable counter space - sized just right to keep things looking neat and
organized

» Gives you greater efficiency - a clean and simple alternative to open cutlery bins

Product Details
Brand Owner Dixie Products

Brand SmartStock®
MFG Item# SSS51

Color Black
UP - UPC 078731888105

Each Per Ship Unit 24 Each
Items Per Each 40 Pieces

Case Total 960 Pieces
Piece Length 6.000''

UNSPSC 52151503
Country of Origin CN

Buy Multiple 21 CS

Case Shipping Info
Case GTIN 00078731888105

Case Gross Wgt 7.930 lbs
Case Net Wgt 7.458 lbs

Case Dimensions 12.563" x 6.375" x
10.375"

Case Volume 0.481 CFT

Unit Shipping Info
TI-Qty/Layer 21

HI-Layers/Unit 4
Unit Qty 84

Unit Dimensions 46.590" x 38.870" x
42.680"
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